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INTRODUCTION
The present study addresses the research issues and challenges
associated with the intricate dynamics of the piston-assembly of high power
density Diesel engines. It also provides a tool for determining its instantaneous
hydrodynamic frictional losses during the entire engine cycle under various
operating conditions.
The motivation and objectives of the current study are discussed in the next
Section. A literature survey on the relevant work that has been reported in the
open literature will be presented. Subsequently, an overview of the current work
is provided.
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
The dynamic behavior of the piston-assembly has a direct effect on the
performance of internal combustion (IC) engines. It is widely recognized that the
piston-assembly is a major contributor to the frictional losses, which have a
significant and adverse effect on the engine fuel efficiency. Figure 1-1 shows the
distribution of expenditure in the fuel energy between the brake horsepower
(BHP) and other power losses for a Diesel engine operating at part load (20%).
This figure, generated based on data from Ref. [1], demonstrates that the total
frictional losses account approximately for about 10% of the total fuel energy [1].
Moreover, forty percent of these losses are attributed to the reciprocating motion
of the piston-ring assembly as shown in Fig. 1-2.
2Furthermore, during an engine cycle, the piston-assembly may experience
boundary, mixed, and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes. In boundary
lubrication, the interaction between the rubbing surfaces is handled by metal-to-
metal contact. In mixed lubrication, the interaction is handled by both metal-to-
metal contact and the oil film between the rubbing surfaces. However, in a
hydrodynamic lubrication regime, the surfaces will be completely separated by
the oil film. It should be pointed out that the lubrication regimes involving metal-
to-metal contact lead to wear, which ultimately affect the engine durability.
Moreover, the ring-pack acts as a dynamic seal preventing the cylinder
gases from leaking into the crankcase and vice versa. This is done in order to
improve the engine thermal efficiency by reducing the blow-by gases, which can
occur through the ring end gaps, ring-groove dynamic clearance, and ring-bore
dynamic conformability. The sealing capability of the rings is dictated by their
intricate dynamics and the pressure differentials between the control volumes
that are defined in the clearances between the rings, piston grooves, and the
liner. Furthermore, the elasticity of the rings strongly influences the ring-liner
conformability, which can worsen the blowby problem. Moreover, the interaction
between the rings and the gas flows can cause the rings to flutter in the axial
direction and/or collapse in the radial direction, which can create more opening
through which gases can leak into the crankcase [2, 3].
Furthermore, the ring-pack serves to control the oil film along the cylinder
liner. Forty to eighty percent of the engine oil consumption has been attributed to
3Fig. 1- 1 Percentage distribution of the fuel energy between BHP and other
sources of power losses for Diesel engine operating at 20% load
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5ring-pack dynamics [4-6]. Oil mixes with the gases of the combustion chamber
through evaporation from the oil film, oil entrainment in the reverse blowby where
gases flow from the crankcase to the cylinder, and oil throw-off. The latter refers
to the oil that accumulates on the top surface of the first compression or top ring
and gets thrown off into the combustion chamber due to the inertia effects. It
should be noted that any reduction in the oil consumption will ultimately result in
lowering the tail-pipe emissions. It seems that an effective and relatively simple
procedure for reducing the oil consumption is to increase the tension in the oil
control ring. However, such an approach would have a significant adverse effect
on both frictional losses and engine wear [1, 7].
In addition, the ring-pack facilitates the transfer of heat from the piston to
the cylinder liner [8]. Moreover, a careful assessment of the piston secondary
motions can provide useful design insights into the reduction of piston-slap, and
ultimately, engine noise [9, 10]. Note that the piston secondary motions are most
severe during the engine cold-start where the piston-liner clearance is at its
maximum value [11].
The objective of the present study is to develop a reliable tool for predicting
the intricate dynamics and the hydrodynamic frictional losses of the piston-
assembly under various engine operating conditions. Such a tool will be
instrumental in aiding both engine designers and manufacturers to optimize the
the piston-assembly design as well as to investigate the impact of their design
refinements on the overall engine performance [12, 13].
6A reliable tool that can fully address the intricate dynamics of the piston-
assembly along with its lubrication regimes, under actual engine operating
conditions, must consider the following factors:
 The coupled dynamics of the crankshaft, connecting-rod, and the piston.
 The secondary motions of the piston, namely, piston-slap and piston-tilt.
 The deformation of the piston-skirt due to high thermal and dynamic
loading conditions.
 The rigid and flexible motions of the rings within the piston grooves,
including axial, radial, and rotational (twist) deformations.
 Gas flows through the ring end-gap, the ring-groove, and the ring-liner
clearances.
 The lubrication regimes that may occur during an engine cycle such as
boundary, mixed, hydrodynamic, and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication
regimes.
 Oil transport mechanism.
 Thermal distortion of the piston, bore, and rings due to high cyclic
variations in the combustion chamber temperature.
Given the limited scope of the current work, the proposed tool will account
for the coupled motions of the crankshaft, the connecting-rod, and the piston
primary and secondary motions, which involve piston-slap and piston-tilting.
Furthermore, each ring of the ring-pack will be treated as an independent
deformable structure with a special attention given to the ring-liner-groove
interactions. In addition, both the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-
7skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the rings will be
considered in the formulation. The current work will preserve all coupling terms
between the various factors of the piston-assembly that will be considered in the
present work.
1.2 Literature Survey
Piston rings are classified into three categories according to their
functionalities. First, the compression ring is used to minimize blow-by gases by
sealing the combustion chamber from the crankcase. Moreover, it transfers heat
from the piston to the cylinder wall and plays an important role in controlling the
lube oil consumption (LOC) [1]. The compression ring free-shape and the
geometry of its cross section are carefully designed in order to enhance the ring-
liner conformability [11].
The second category consists of the second compression ring. Its function
is to further improve on the sealing provided by the first compression ring and to
scrape the excess oil on the cylinder liner in order to prevent it from penetrating
into the combustion chamber. Most rings in this category are designed with a
step recessed into the bottom outer surface of the ring to enhance their scraping
capability [1].
The third category involves oil-control rings whose main purpose is to
distribute the oil evenly onto the cylinder liner. This can be achieved by
increasing the pre-tension of the ring, which improves ring-liner conformability
and contact pressure. In addition, the geometry of the ring running surface is
usually designed to have a scraping edge at the bottom for down-strokes and
8avoid scraping edges at the top for up-strokes. However, these guidelines may
reduce the oil availability at critical locations on the cylinder liner near top-dead-
center (TDC) under engine firing condition, which may cause wear and increase
frictional losses due to metal-to-metal contact [11]. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that the current trend of designing lightweight engines has resulted in the
bore undergoing significant distortions. A possible solution is to design very
flexible oil rings in order to maintain contact with the liner [11].
There is a great deal of work that has been reported in the open-literature
pertaining to ring-pack dynamics, lubrication regimes, and inter-ring gas flows
[12, 13]. Much of the reported work has focused on various aspects of the
piston-assembly dynamics with varying levels of simplifying assumptions in their
formulations. However, recent studies have relaxed many of these assumptions
to render the work closer to real engine operating conditions.
Jeng [14-16] focused on the ring frictional losses by solving a quasi-steady-
state problem whereby the net resultant force, induced by the fluid film pressure,
is balanced by the applied loads on the ring. The latter is considered to be axi-
symmetric and in equilibrium. Both primary and secondary motions of the piston-
assembly have been ignored along with all inertial forces/moments. The external
ring forces stem from the gas pressure applied on the back surface of the ring as
well as the ring elastic pressure due to the inherent ring elasticity. This work
considered a 1-D Reynolds equation to examine the interaction between the
piston ring and the lubricating oil film. In the first part of this study [15], a fully
flooded inlet condition was considered. Whereas, in the second part [16], a
9starved ring lubrication condition along with the lubricant transport on the cylinder
liner were considered. Reynolds cavitation boundary conditions were used to
detect the rupture of the lubricant oil film due to cavitation.
Herbst and Priebsch [17, 18] developed a software package – GLIDE – to
simulate the dynamics of piston rings and their effect on oil consumption. They
expanded the ring lubrication analysis by considering the piston secondary
motions, a lumped mass model for the ring-pack, the effects of inertial forces and
moments and a simplified blow-by model, based on ideal gas and convergent
nozzle assumptions, to predict the oil transport and evaporation [19].
Priest et al [20] presented a simplified axi-symmetric dynamic model for a
single compression ring. The twisting of the ring is ignored by assuming that it
will always remain perpendicular to the liner. The axial motion of the ring is
considered to be dominated by inertial and gas forces while the hydrodynamic
friction force and the effect of gravity are neglected. The radial motion is
assumed to be governed by an equilibrium equation with all inertial forces and
friction force at the piston groove contact ignored. This model employs
Greenwood and Tripp [21] formulation to account for the forces induced by the
interactions between the asperities on the rubbing surfaces [22, 23].
Ruddy et al. [23] focused solely on the operating characteristics of a twin-
land oil control ring. Their study neglects the effects of inertial forces and only
considers the radial, axial, and torsional equilibrium equations. The effects of the
inherent ring elasticity are accounted for in both the radial and torsional
equations by using a single lumped parameter term in each of these equations.
10
The interaction between the ring and the piston groove is handled by a
concentrated force applied on the ring. This force is assumed to have no effect
on the ring twisting. Both hydrodynamic and mixed lubrication regimes were
considered by implementing the average 1-D Reynolds equation [24]. The
asperity interaction model is that of Greenwood and Tripp [21]. The added
features of this work stem from the use of the torsional equilibrium equation and
the computation of the oil flow rates between the lands and the liner as well as
through the leakage slots in the oil ring.
Keribar et al [25] focused on developing an integrated model for the ring
dynamics, hydrodynamic and mixed lubrications regimes along with blowby and
inter-ring gas dynamics. Their methodology extends the work of Ruddy et al. [23]
by considering the effects of inertial forces in the radial, axial, and torsional
equations of motion. They used a similar lumped parameter approach for
representing the effects of the inherent ring elasticity in the radial and torsion
equations of motion. Note that this approach only accounts for the ring stiffness
and ignores the inertia terms associated with the structural flexibility of the ring.
In addition, the concentrated force, representing the interaction between the ring
and the piston groove, is defined to be the product of the ring mass and the
piston acceleration. Moreover, when the film thickness between the ring and the
groove becomes of the same order as the composite roughness of the rubbing
surfaces, a normal nonlinear spring force is applied in the axial direction to reflect
the asperity interaction.
11
A 1-D Reynolds equation is used for modeling the hydrodynamic lubrication
regime between the ring and the liner. In addition, the model developed by
Greenwood and Tripp [21] was implemented to model the asperity interaction in
the radial direction. Moreover, they used a similar approach as in Ref. [23] to
model the ring-pack gas dynamics with the exception that the volumes in grooves
and lands are computed based on the piston-groove and ring geometries and
motions. Furthermore, they allowed the gas flows to occur due to ring end-gaps,
space between rings and grooves induced by ring motions within the groove, and
space between the ring and the liner due to ring non-conformability with the liner
or ring “lift”. This work represents a significant extension to the work of Ruddy et
al [23].
Other studies [26, 27] have also developed an integrated model of ring
dynamics and inter-ring gas flows. They considered only the dynamics of the two
compression rings in a three ring-pack along with the gas flows in the regions
above the oil control ring. The linear and angular momentum balance were
implemented to derive the axial and torsional/twisting equations of motion of
each ring. They used a similar approach as in Refs. [23, 25] in order to represent
the effects of ring elasticity on the twisting behavior of the ring, in addition to
effect of the piston motion on the ring dynamics. A special attention has also
been given to the ring-groove interaction because it plays an important role in the
ring dynamic twist [2, 3]. The asperity contact pressure and the oil squeezing
pressure, between the ring and its groove, are accounted for in the ring
equations of motion. It should be mentioned that the oil film thickness and
12
surface roughness of the ring and groove surfaces are prescribed in this work.
The asperity contact pressure is determined by employing the formulation of
Greenwood and Tripp's theory [21]. Whereas, the oil squeezing pressure is
calculated by using simplified 1-D Reynolds equation whose sole forcing function
is the oil squeeze film effect. In addition, the radial and torsion equations do
consider the friction force on the ring running surface along with the moment
induced by the radial pressure on the ring running surface. Note that all
moments were computed with respect to the centroid of the ring cross section.
The inter-ring gas flows are modeled as flows with low Reynolds number. Their
approach for the gas dynamics is similar in concept to that of Refs. [23, 25],
which determines the volumes of the spaces between the rings and the grooves
based on the piston and groove geometries and their relative motions. Tian [2, 3]
considered the local flow through the ring-groove clearance to be fully-developed
viscous flow between parallel plates.
The coupled ring dynamics and inter-ring gas flows sub-models have been
used to investigate ring radial collapse [2, 28, 29] and ring flutter inside the
groove [2, 3, 27, 30-33]. The ring flutter is attributed to the strong coupling
between the ring dynamics and inter-ring gas flows [2]. It can occur when the
inertial forces on the ring are comparable in magnitude to that of the gas
pressure. Moreover, Tian [3] used such an integrated model to examine the oil
transport phenomenon, friction and wear. He highlighted the importance of ring-
pack mechanical design on the blow-by and oil consumption [2, 3].
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Thus far, all the described work has dealt with simplified lumped parameter
terms to approximate the radial and torsional deformations of the ring. Liu et al.
[34-36] developed a 3-D finite element model to approximate the static radial,
axial, and torsional deformations of piston rings with either symmetric or
asymmetric cross sections. The model accounts for ring-bore and ring-groove
interactions by implementing the simplified asperity contact model of Ref. [19].
The latter was derived by curve fitting data generated through the implementation
of the general theory of Greenwood and Tripp [21] for contact between two rough
plane surfaces.
The model incorporates 2-node straight beam finite elements with 3
displacement and 3 rotational coordinates per node. The deformed profile of the
ring, which is being constrained by the bore and the piston groove, is determined
by solving the static equation relating the ring stiffness, static deformations, and
nodal loads. This was done by implementing a step-by-step procedure,
commonly used in finite element analysis, to handle large displacement problems
without violating the small displacement assumption of the finite element
formulation of this study. It should be noted that the large displacement problem
arises from the large deformations incurred by the ring during its insertion into the
cylinder.
This study was limited to static analysis of the ring because its main focus
was on the ring-bore conformability problem. Its objective was to develop a
reliable tool that yields free-shape design parameters of the ring, which produce
the desired static twist profile after the insertion of the ring into the cylinder under
14
different ring-bore and ring-groove constraints. The desired static twist profile
yields a ring-bore contact pressure distribution deemed to be necessary for
controlling blow-by and oil transport phenomenon. The work in Ref. [37] has
demonstrated that a variable wall thickness is required to produce a uniform
contact pressure distribution between a circular bore and a circular ring with a
rectangular cross section. Such a uniform contact pressure profile is not
achievable with a constant cross sectional ring [38]. Dunaevsky and Alexandrov
[39] presented formulae for determining the conformability of rings, with arbitrary
cross-sections, to a bore whose lateral profile is described by selected Fourier
harmonics [40, 41]. The equations for the three-dimensional deformation of the
ring were based on the linear theory of elasticity. They were used to determine
the twist of a compression ring and to compute the ring-bore contact pressure
distribution. This work does not account for the ring-groove interaction.
Sun [42] addressed the ring-bore conformability problem by considering
arbitrary bore and free-ring shapes along with thermal ring deformations and gas
pressure effects. The bore distortion due to bolt-up stresses and uneven thermal
expansion has been described by an empirical formula. A constant rectangular
cross-section of the ring was considered in the analysis. The ring deflection is
assumed to only occur in the plane perpendicular to the cylinder axis. It is
modeled as a curved beam subjected to in-plane loads at steady-state. All
friction related forces have been ignored.
Mittler et al [43] aimed at developing a model for understanding the
fundamentals of ring dynamic behavior. This work accounts for the coupled
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torsion (twist) and out-of-plane transverse (bending) deformations of the ring in
the axial direction. However, it ignores the piston secondary motions. Moreover,
it does not consider the longitudinal and the in-plane (radial) bending of the ring,
which precludes the inclusion of a squeeze film effect. Only hydrodynamic
pressure of the lube oil film is considered but the frictional losses due to the solid-
fluid interaction are ignored. The structural elasticity problem of the ring is based
on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and formulated independently from the rigid
body motion of the ring. Axial constraint forces are applied on the ring when it
comes in contact with either the upper or lower surfaces of the groove. The gas
flows around the ring are determined by using the convergent nozzle
assumption.
Keribar and Dursunkaya [44] developed a model for the piston-assembly
that considers piston secondary motions and accounts for the hydrodynamic
lubrication regime of the piston-skirt. In addition, the frictional losses induced by
the hydrodynamic and mixed lubrication regimes of the wristpin bearings were
determined by interpolating a pre-determined non-dimensional bearing
impedance map. Dursunkaya et al [45] extended the work of Ref. [44] to
consider the radial deformations of the piston-skirt for both conventional and
articulated (two-piece) pistons. The axial and tangential deformations of the skirt
are ignored. The radial deformation of the skirt was determined by employing an
area corrected compliance matrix, which was extracted from a finite element
model of the piston. This procedure only allows for the computation of the static
deformation of the piston-skirt. To enhance the viability of this approach, the skirt
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radial deformation was re-computed at every iteration. The oil film thickness is
determined from the skirt radial deformation and the skirt-liner clearance. The
elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime also accounted for the cavitation in the
skirt oil film where the oil viscosity was varied in time based on the average
temperature of the piston-skirt and liner surfaces. The piston-skirt elasto-
hydrodynamic frictional losses and oil contact pressure are determined by
incorporating a 3-D Reynolds’ equation. The mixed lubrication regime is
modeled based on the theory of contact-pressure between the asperities of flat
surfaces using the Greenwood and Tripp formulation [21]. The hydrodynamic
pressures and the frictional forces and moments are then used in a lumped
model for determining the piston secondary motions.
Duyar et al [46, 47] extended the Ricardo commercial software PISDYN to
handle partially lubricated piston-skirt. Unlike all the above studies that rely on
the finite difference method to solve the Reynolds’ equation, this work
implements the finite volume method to overcome the shortcomings of the finite
difference method in handling the continuity equation. In addition, they used the
Reynolds boundary condition for the film rupture detection and the Jakobsson-
Floberg-Olsson (JFO) boundary conditions for determining the re-attachment
points of the oil film. Elrod [48] presented a computational scheme to
systematically handle cavitated regions in hydrodynamic lubrication of bearings.
Perchanok [49] considered the effect of bore deformation on the piston-skirt
lubrication regime. His model used a compliance matrix to determine the bore
deformation. Moreover, the instantaneous piston-skirt structural deformation was
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computed by scaling a skirt deformation distribution, which was pre-determined
based on reference cylinder pressure and piston acceleration.
All the work that has been discussed in this Section focused on the ring with
a prescribed motion of the piston or through the implementation of a simplified
lumped mass model of the piston. Richard et al. [50] developed a lumped-mass
model of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston-assembly, which considers the
piston offset, to determine the piston speed. This allows for the computation of
the frictional losses of the piston-assembly under more realistic engine operating
conditions. Their formulation ignored the twisting of the rings, the piston
secondary motions along with the elastic deformations of the ring-pack and the
piston-skirt. A 1-D Reynolds’ equation along with a simplistic Stribeck curve-
based model were used in the formulation of the hydrodynamic and mixed
lubrication regimes of the rings. A 3-D Reynolds’ equation was implemented in
the formulation of the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston skirt. This
work included both theoretical and experimental results.
The work of Ting and Mayer [51, 52] fits in the area of integrated modeling
of ring-pack phenomena by considering the combined effects of ring lubrication,
blow-by, and wear. However, they used a rigid body model of the crank-slider
mechanism and considered the effect of the piston side thrust. The model
provides the reciprocating motion of the ring and ignores the ring tilting inside the
groove. Moreover, this study treats the ring as a thin-walled cylinder moving as a
unit in the radial direction under the effects of the mean oil film pressure and the
gas pressure applied on its back surface. It should be noted that the radial
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motion is determined by ignoring the inertia of the ring. A 1-D Reynolds equation
was used for the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the ring. The inter-ring
pressure variations are accounted for by considering the gas blowby through the
ring-pack, which was considered to be an unsteady adiabatic flow satisfying the
ideal gas law [53, 54]. This was done by incorporating a series of control
volumes, representing the inter-ring spaces, connected through orifices. The
Archard’s wear relation is also included in their formulation. The main objective
of this model was to predict the cylinder wear.
All the above studies have focused on specific aspects of the intricate
dynamic behavior of the piston-assembly and/or frictional losses. The piston
motion was determined independently from that of the ring. In the current study,
the aim is on developing a comprehensive tool that will account for the integrated
motion of the crankshaft, connecting-rod, primary and secondary motions of the
piston along with the rigid and flexible motions of the ring-pack. Moreover, it will
consider the solid-fluid interaction that occurs at the interface between the piston-
assembly and the lubricating oil film.
1.3 Overview of the Current Study
The focus of the present study is on the development of a reliable tool to
predict the intricate dynamics and the lubrication regimes of the piston-assembly
under various engine operating conditions. The tool has been developed in
modular form with three main modules. The first one provides the rigid body
motion of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism excluding the ring-
pack. It treats the crank-slider mechanism as an open-kinematic chain consisting
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of multi-rigid bodies connected in series with the piston motion confined to the
bounding wall of the cylinder. This module captures the piston secondary
motions, namely, piston-slap and piston-tilting. Its formulation is covered in
details in the first part of Chapter 2.
The second module focuses on the intricate dynamics of the ring-pack,
which is considered herein to be made up of two compression rings and one oil
control ring. Each ring has been modeled herein as a shear deformable structure
undergoing two angular and one translational (axial) rigid body degrees of
freedom within its respective piston groove. The longitudinal and in-plane
transverse deformations of the ring are handled by employing two-node shear
deformable curved beam elements, which are derived based on the Timoshenko
beam theory and account for the inherent coupling between the longitudinal and
transverse deformations of curved structures [55-57]. The rigid and flexible
motions of the rings are formulated in the later portion of Chapter 2.
The third module aims at predicting the normal and friction forces exerted
on the piston-assembly by the lubricating oil film. It accounts for the
hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication regime of the ring-pack. The module captures the solid-fluid
interaction between the piston-assembly and the oil film. This is done by having
the piston secondary motions dictate the instantaneous oil film thickness along
the piston-skirt and the ring-pack running surfaces. While the effects of the
lubricating oil film on the dynamics of the piston-assembly are accounted for
through the instantaneous normal and tangential forces (friction forces) exerted
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on the running surfaces of the piston-assembly. A 3-D and 1-D Reynolds’
equations have been implemented to determine the oil film pressure distributions
along the running surfaces of the piston-skirt and the ring-pack. The shear
stresses, used in the computation of the friction forces, were calculated based on
the Newton’s law of viscous flow. The details of the third module are included in
Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, the three modules are integrated to form the proposed tool.
The latter is used extensively to predict the intricate dynamics and the
hydrodynamic frictional losses of the piston-assembly under different operating
conditions. Finally, the work is summarized and the main contributions of the
current work are outlined in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE PISTON-ASSEMBLY
A dynamic model for the piston-assembly of a four-stroke, single cylinder,
internal combustion engine (IC) is presented in this Chapter. The formulation of
this Chapter will only address the structural aspect of the problem, while the
solid-fluid interaction between the piston-assembly and the lubricating oil film will
be discussed in the subsequent Chapter.
The model treats the crankshaft, the connecting-rod, and the various
components of the piston-assembly as a nonlinear multi-body system. The
interaction between the various elements of this system is handled by a variable
number of constraint equations whose number is dictated by the instantaneous
configuration of the system. Consequently, the model will have a variable
structure where the number of degrees of freedom fluctuates with the varying
number of constraint equations.
The crank-slider mechanism structural equations of motion, presented in
this Chapter, will later on be coupled with the oil film formulation, covered in
Chapter 3, in order to develop a fully-integrated model that is suitable for
investigating the intricate dynamics of the piston-assembly under realistic engine
operating conditions.
2.1 Derivation of the Dynamic Model
A dynamic model for the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston-assembly
mechanism of a single cylinder internal combustion (IC) engine is discussed in
this Section. In order to account for the piston secondary motions, the crank-
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slider mechanism has been treated as an open-kinematic chain of rigid bodies.
This will allow the piston, without the ring-pack, to undergo free or constrained
motions whereby the piston may have a single-point, double-point, or surface
contact with the liner [58]. The various piston configurations during an engine
cycle cause the number of constraint equations to vary with the instantaneous
position and orientation of the piston within the cylinder. Thus, the present model
will have a variable structure in order to handle the piston-liner interaction. The
current formulation builds on the crank-slider mechanism model that was
presented in Refs. [58, 59]. This model will be described in the next Subsection
and the modifications to its formulation will be discussed in detail.
Subsequently, the ring-pack model, which represents a significant
contribution of the current work, will be covered. Its formulation considers each
ring to be a shear deformable structure with inherently coupled longitudinal and
in-plane transverse deformations. Moreover, the translational (axial) and
rotational rigid body motions of the ring within the piston groove are accounted
for in the derivation of the model. Both ring-liner and ring-groove interactions are
considered in the formulations of the ring model. Depending on its location within
the piston groove, the ring may have single-point, two-point, or surface contact
with the top and bottom surfaces of the piston groove. In the event of no contact
between the ring and the groove, the ring motion is considered to be free.
Moreover, the current model accounts for the impact forces induced by the ring-
groove and piston-liner collisions, which occur at their moments of contact.
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2.1.1 Crank-Slider Mechanism Formulation
To consider the piston secondary motions such as the piston-slap and
piston-tilting, the crank-slider mechanism has been modeled herein as an open-
kinematic chain (see Fig. 2-1). The reference inertial frame,  , ,X Y Z , is
assigned at point O. In addition, seven non-inertial body-fixed frames,  , ,i i ix y z
with 1, , 7i   , have been defined in the rigid body configuration of the crank-
slider mechanism.
The extended position vectors of arbitrary points in the rigid body
configuration of the crankshaft, the connecting-rod, and the mass center of the
piston, excluding the ring-pack, are expressed as
 
 1~ 1
| 1 | 1 1, , 5
i
T i TjT
i i ijjcs
r T x y z i

  
     
   
 (2-1)
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| 1 | 1
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e
e
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p
r T T T T T x y z
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  
(2-3)
The reader is referred to Ref.[59] for the derivation of the above transformation
matrices. The kinetic and potential energy expressions of the crank-slider
mechanism, excluding the ring-pack, can be written as
     
 
 
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1
1 1 1. . .
2 2 2
, 1, 2, ,
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      

     
       (2-4)
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Fig. 2- 1 Schematics of the crankshaft, connecting-rod, and piston.
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where j refers to the piston, the counterweights, the flywheel, and the crank
gear. All these elements have been treated as rigid bodies undergoing both
translations and rotations.
 
65
1 6 6
1 0 0
. . .
, 1, 2, ,
i
i
L L
i i cr j j
csi j
V A g I r dz A g I r dx m gI r
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
      (2-5)
The following expression for the virtual work serves to highlight the non-
conservative forces and torques governing the dynamic response of the crank-
slider mechanism:
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(2-6)
The third and the fourth terms in the above equation account for the impact
forces induced by the piston-liner and ring-groove collisions at their moments of
contact. Their magnitudes are determined by considering the impact problem
between two rigid bodies, which entails the implementation of linear and angular
momentum balances for each body and their substitution in the definition of the
coefficient of restitution [60, 61]. Moreover, the OilpW term in the above
equation refers to the virtual work done by the oil film pressure and the friction
forces associated with the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston skirt.
The expression of this term will be provided in Chapter 3.
The crank-slider mechanism model has a variable structure due to the fact
that its degrees of freedom fluctuate with the varying number of constraint
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equations. For a single point contact between the piston and the liner (see Fig.
2-2), only one of the following constraint equation will be imposed [58]:
Case 1-a: TR
p cylr J R 
 
(2 – 7a)
Case 1-b: BR
p cylr J R 
 
(2 – 7b)
Case 1-c: BL
p cylr J R  
 
(2 – 7c)
Case 1-d: TL
p cylr J R  
 
(2 – 7d)
For a double-point contact between the piston and the liner, one of the following
sets of constraint equations will be imposed [58], (refer to Fig. 2-3):
Case 2-a: ;TR BLp cyl p cylr J R r J R    
  
(2 – 8a)
Case 2-b: ;BR TLp cyl p cylr J R r J R    
  
(2 – 8b)
Whereas, for a line-contact between the piston and the liner, one would apply
one of the following sets of constraint equations [58]:
Case 3-a: ;TR BRp cyl p cylr J R r J R   
  
(2 – 9a)
Case 3-b: ;BL TLp cyl p cylr J R r J R     
  
(2 – 9b)
However, if the piston motion is constrained then the number of degrees of
freedom of the system will be reduced by the number of constraint equations. To
deal with the superfluous coordinates, the algorithm developed by Glocker and
Pfeiffer [62, 63] has been implemented in this study.
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Three degrees of freedom, cs ,  and  , are used to describe the
unconstrained rigid body motion of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston
mechanism (without the ring-pack). On the other hand, in the constrained
configuration of the piston, the number of degrees of freedom of the system is
reduced by the number of active constraint equations. The presence of
constraint equations results in differential- algebraic (D-A) equations of motion for
the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston (without the ring-pack) mechanism.
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Fig. 2- 2 Piston-liner interactions through a single point contact [58].
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Fig. 2- 3 Piston-liner interactions through a double point or surface contact [58].
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2.1.2 Piston Ring Formulation
In the current study, a ring-pack consisting of two compression rings and
one oil control ring is employed. In the un-deformed configuration, the radius of
each ring is larger than that of the cylinder. Therefore, the rings must be
compressed in order to be inserted inside the cylinder. Each ring has been
modeled herein as a shear deformable structure with two angular and one
translational (axial) rigid body degrees of freedom.
In approximating the structural flexibility terms of the ring, the assumed
modes method was initially implemented. Such a global approximation method is
computationally efficient and uses eigenfunctions as admissible functions.
However, it was found to be unsuitable for capturing the localized effects
associated with the ring-groove and ring-liner interactions. As a consequence,
the finite element method, using straight beam elements, was then employed.
Usually, a large number of straight beam elements are required to accurately
approximate the structural deformations of a curved structure. However, the
large error at the midpoint of the element renders the implementation of straight
beams to be inapplicable for solid-fluid problems associated with the interactions
between the ring and its lubricating oil film. This is because the required
accuracies for such problems are in the order of microns.
To deal with this issue, two-node shear deformable curved beam elements,
derived based on the Timoshenko beam theory and account for the inherent
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coupling between the longitudinal and transverse deformations of curved
structures, have been implemented in this work [55-57].
Fig. 2- 4 Curved beam Finite element with nodal coordinates
Fig. 2- 5 Convergence rate of the curved beam finite element model of the ring.
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Fig. 2- 6 Ring-liner contact and the ensuing discretized constraint forces.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2-4. The shape functions of such an element are
defined as [55]:
1 cos cos sin sinx x x xN x x x
R R R R
        
         
        
(2-10)
Due to their efficiency, only six curved beam elements are actually needed
to achieve the desired accuracy in the approximation of the longitudinal and in-
plane transverse deformations of the ring. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-5.
In this document, the ring formulation is presented in a generic form so that
it can be applied to any ring of the ring-pack. The index denoting the ring is
assumed to be n is this documentation.
Eight beam elements have been used in this work in order to enhance the
representation of the discretized constraint forces associated with the ring-liner
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metal-to-metal contact. These forces are applied at seven equally spaced points
along the curved beam element (see Fig. 2-6). They assume non-zero values
whenever the radial distance between the point of application of the constraint
force on the ring and the liner becomes smaller than a certain threshold. The
constraint force is considered to increase linearly with the reduction of the radial
distance between the ring and the liner. They are expressed as follows
      
',,
ij
Y Zn nY Zij
ncstr
cstr cyl CLR L R L j
F k R r r j 
 
   
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(2-11)
In this work, the ring is considered to have three rigid body degrees of
freedom. Its vertical or axial translational motion is described by ( )
nrX t along
the I 

direction while its rigid body rotations are accounted for in the following
expression for the ring angular velocity vector:
   sin cosnr n n n n nI J K        
  
  
(2-12)
The extended position vector of an arbitrary point nB on the cross sectional
area of the thj beam element on the thn ring can be written as (see Fig. 2-7)
   
* '
*
18
1, ,|1 {0 |1}
nn n n n n
n nn n n nn
T jr j j jT T
B BB j j jX Y Z r
r T T T T T y z


    
(2-13)
where nBy and nBz are the coordinates of point nB relative to 'nj
O defined in the
 ' ' ', ,n n nj j jx y z frame.  * * *, ,n n nr r rx y z represents a body-fixed coordinate system
attached at the mass center of the ring. Its location and orientation with respect
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to the inertial reference frame is given by the following transformation matrix,
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, ,
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X Y ZT :
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(2-14)
Moreover, the transformation matrix, *
8
nr
T , representing the location and
orientation of  8 8 8, ,n n nx y z with respect to  * * *, ,n n nr r rx y z can be written as
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(2-15)
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Fig. 2- 7 Curved beam finite element model of the ring.
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Similarly, the 1
n
n
j
jT  matrix, defining the location and orientation of  , ,n n nj j jx y z
with respect to  1 1 1, ,n n nj j jx y z   , can be given by
1
cos sin 0 sin
sin cos 0 (1 cos )
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
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j
n n n
n n n
R
R
T
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   
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 
 
(2-16)
The  , ,n n nj j jx y z frame is a floating one attached at a point located at a
circumferential distance R from njO along the neutral axis of the
thj beam
element. Its location and orientation with respect to  , ,n n nj j jx y z are expressed
as
cos sin 0 sin
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n n n
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(2-17)
Note that the expression for n
n
j
jT is obtained from that of 1
n
n
j
jT  by substituting n
with n (see Fig. 2-7). The  ' ' ', ,n n nj j jx y z frame represents the  , ,n n nj j jx y z
coordinate system in the deformed configuration of the ring. Its location and
orientation with respect to  , ,n n nj j jx y z are described in the following structural
flexibility transformation matrix, n
n
j
jT [64]:
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The total kinetic energy of the ring-pack can be written as
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The total potential and strain energy of the ring-pack is determined from
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The total virtual work of the ring-pack done by the non-conservative forces is
given by
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where nr is either 1 or 0 depending on whether the
thn ring is in contact with
the lower or upper surfaces of its corresponding piston groove, respectively. niP
is the pressure in the thi control volume surrounding the thn ring (see Fig. 2-8).
Since the motion of the rings within their corresponding piston grooves can
either be free or constrained then the ring-pack dynamic equations must satisfy
constraint equations of the following form (see Fig. 2-9):
Fig. 2- 8 Schematic illustrating pressure notations for control volumes
surrounding the rings.
   * . 0
j n j
P R P R
np rr r n
  
  
   
(2-22)
where the number of the above constraint equations can range from 1 to three
per ring depending on whether the ring has a single-point, double-point, or
surface contact with the surfaces of its corresponding piston-groove,
respectively.
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The
n
Oil
rW term in Eq. (2-21) is the virtual work done by the oil film
pressure and the friction forces associated with the elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication regime of the piston ring. This term will be derived in Chapter 3.
Fig. 2- 9 Free and constrained configuration of the ring within the groove.
2.1.3 Equations of Motion
The total kinetic energy of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston-assembly is
obtained by adding Eqs. (2-4) and (2-19). Similarly, the total expression for the
potential and strain energy of the system along with the total virtual work
expressions are determined by adding Eqs. (2-5) to (2-20) and Eqs. (2-6) to (2-
21), respectively. The equations of motion, derived by implementing the
Lagrange principle, consists of 93 coupled, nonlinear, second order differential
equations. Depending on the piston-liner, ring-liner and ring-groove interactions,
a maximum of eleven constraint equations may be applied on the system. This
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will result in a set of differential-algebraic (D-A) equations with a variable number
of constraint equations. They can be written as
     1, NC TM q q F q q Q p q    
      
(2-23)
where 

is the Lagrange multiplier vector. It is handled by implementing the
numerical algorithm in Ref.[62] as follows
   
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T NCs M s s s M Q F

     
    
(2-24)
where 1s and 2s

are obtained by expressing the active constraint equations in the
following differential form:
1 2 0s q s 
 
(2-25)
It should be pointed out that the number of entries of 

is equal to the number of
active constraint equations. The equations of motion are then converted to a set
of first order nonlinear differential equations and solved numerically by
implementing the Gear method [65].
2.2 Impact Formulation
In the impact formulation, the surfaces of the rings and the piston grooves
are assumed to be smooth. It considers that the impact between the thn ring
and its respective piston groove occurs along the direction of the unit vector nn

(see Fig. 2-10). The latter is defined to be equal to 7i

and 7i

when the ring
collides with the top and the lower surfaces of the groove, respectively. By
separately applying the equation of
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Fig. 2- 10 Schematic illustrating the normal vectors to the ring and the groove
surfaces.
linear impulse and momentum along the nn 

direction on the thn ring and the
piston, one can write
 
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imp top
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(2-26)
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(2-27)
where impt is the total duration of the impact during which cylP is considered to
be constant. For the engine under consideration in this work, one has
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Then, Eq. (2-27) can be simplified by neglecting the impulsive force, induced by
the cylinder gas pressure, as follows
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(2-29)
Next, the definition of the coefficient of restitution, e , is applied on both the thn
ring and the piston. The resulting equations are then combined and the terms
are rearranged in order to eliminate the velocity term of the contact point at the
end of the compression period along the nn 

direction. This will yield to the
following equation:
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where the inertial velocities of the points of contact on the rings and the piston
can be written as
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(2-31)
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(2-32)
Now the equations of angular impulse and momentum around the mass centers
of the thn ring and the piston can be written as
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Note that the cylinder gas pressure is assumed to be uniform along the top
surfaces of the thn ring and the piston. This causes the moments due to cylP ,
around the mass centers of the thn ring and the piston, to vanish. Also, one has
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Now, substitute Eqs. (2-26), (2-29), and (2-31) to (2-34) into Eq. (2-30) in order to
eliminate all terms that need to be evaluated at t . Rearrange the terms and
solve for the impulsive force. This will yield the following expression for
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The above expression will then be used in Eqs. (2-6) and (2-21) in order to
evaluate the virtual work expressions for the rings and the piston.
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2.3 Summary
A detailed dynamic model for the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston-
assembly mechanism of a single cylinder IC engine has been presented in this
Chapter. The focus has been restricted to the structural aspect of the problem
whereby equations of motions governing the rigid body motion of the crank-slider
mechanism and the rigid and flexible motions of the ring-pack have been derived.
This model will be integrated with the solid-fluid model that will be discussed in
the next Chapter in order to develop a tool that will be suitable to investigate the
intricate dynamics of the piston-assembly along with its lubrication regimes.
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CHAPTER 3
HYDRODYNAMIC AND ELASTO-HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION
REGIMES OF THE PISTON-ASSEMBLY
During an engine cycle, the piston-assembly is known to undergo
boundary, mixed, and hydrodynamic lubrication regimes [66-74]. The current
study focuses on the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-skirt and the
elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the ring-pack. It considers the solid-
fluid interaction between the piston-assembly and the oil film in a fully coupled
manner. The structural component of the model affects the oil film by dictating its
instantaneous thickness at any point and time along the piston-skirt and the ring-
pack running surfaces. This is done herein by modeling the piston secondary
motions, piston-slap and piston-tilting, along with the rigid and flexible motions of
the rings. Moreover, the oil film will impact the motion of the piston-assembly
through the instantaneous normal and tangential forces (friction forces) exerted
on the running surfaces of the piston-assembly.
3.1 Assumptions of the Lubrication Regimes
In the current work, only hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-
skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the ring-pack are
considered. Boundary and mixed lubrication regimes have not been accounted
for in this work. However, normal forces induced by metal-to-metal contact
between the running surfaces of the rings and the liner, the rings and their
respective piston grooves, the piston-skirt and the liner, have been accounted for
through the constraint forces that are responsible for keeping the piston inside
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the cylinder and confining the rings to their respective piston grooves. Moreover,
since the formulation of the crank-slider mechanism treats the piston (without the
ring-pack) as a rigid body then the lubrication regime between the piston-skirt
and the liner is considered to be hydrodynamic. However, the rings in the current
work have been considered to be independent deformable structures interacting
with the piston grooves. This allows for the consideration of elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication regimes between the running surfaces of the ring-pack and the liner.
In deriving the oil film formulation, a 3-D and 1-D Reynolds’ equations
have been employed to model the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-
skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regimes of the rings, respectively.
Throughout these formulations, several assumptions were made that are in line
with the work of Ref. [75]. The oil pressure across the oil film thickness is
considered to be constant. The viscosity is assumed to be constant throughout
the current work. The oil is assumed to be Newtonian undergoing fully-
developed, steady, laminar flow. The oil particles at the solid-fluid interface are
considered to move at the same speed as the solid surface. Furthermore, all
body forces on the oil film are ignored.
3.2 Hydrodynamic Lubrication Regime of the Piston-Skirt
By applying the 3-D Reynolds’ equation [75, 76] to the piston-skirt, one can
write it with respect to polar coordinates as [58]:
2 2
ps ps ps ps2 3 2 3
P2 2 2
P
P P P Ph 1 h h h3 h + h + 3 h + h = 6 V +12
x x x R ζ ζ ζ x t
 
       
          
(3 – 1)
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where η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, h is the instantaneous oil film
thickness defined by the clearance between the piston-skirt and the liner. PV is
the piston speed along the I 

direction. In addition, the last term in the above
equation reflects the squeeze film effect.
The scheme used for solving Eq. (3-1) is exactly the same as the one used
in Ref. [58]. It employs the finite difference method and considers both h and PV
to be known from the solution of the crank-slider mechanism equations of motion.
The piston-skirt mesh is made up of 10 rows and 36 columns as shown in Figs.
(3-1) and (3-2) [77]. The finite backward difference expression was used to
approximate the squeeze film, h
t


, term. Moreover, the finite central difference
expression was used in the approximation of the spatial partial derivative terms.
The reader is referred to Refs. [58, 77] for detailed discussions on the oil film
formulation of the piston-skirt.
In the present work, the piston-skirt is considered to be fully flooded with oil
with no occurrence of cavitation. The 3-D Reynolds’ equation is then applied on
all the nodes of the piston-skirt mesh by incorporating the above mentioned finite
difference approximations. This resulted in 288 algebraic equations that had to
be solved simultaneously in order to the compute the instantaneous oil film
pressure distribution on the piston-skirt. The boundary conditions for the oil film
are specified such that the nodal pressures at the first (top) and the last (tenth)
rows of the mesh to be equal to that of the cylinder and crankcase gas
pressures, respectively.
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3.3 Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication Regime of the Rings
The implementation of the 1-D Reynolds’ equation [75, 76] to the thn ring
leads to the following equation:
r rn n n n n
nn n
n n nn
2
r r r2 3
rr r 2r r rr
P hh P h
3 h + h = 6 V +12
x x x tx
 
   
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(3 – 2)
where nrh is the instantaneous oil film thickness defined by the clearance
between the deformable configuration of the thn ring and the liner. nrV is the
speed of the thn ring along the I 

direction. Note that the last term captures the
squeeze film effect induced by the ring radial deformation.
Similar to the case of the piston-skirt, all rings are considered to be fully
flooded with no cavitation formation in their oil films. Moreover, a mesh of 10
rows and 49 columns was defined for each ring of the ring-pack (see Fig. 3-2).
The 1-D Reynolds’ equation is applied on each node of the thn ring mesh by
implementing the finite central and backward difference expressions to
approximate the spatial and temporal partial derivative terms, respectively. The
resulting scalar algebraic equations can be written in the following general form:
             n n n n n n n1 2 3r r r r r r rt t t
γ i, j P i, j + γ i, j P i+1, j + γ i, j P i -1, j = β i, j
for i = 2, ,9 and j = 1, ,49 
(3 – 3)
where
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Note that i = 2, ,9 and j = 1, ,49 because the boundary conditions for the
oil film of the thn ring are assigned such that the nodal pressures of the first (top)
and the last (tenth) rows of the mesh are set to be equal to the pressures 1nP
and 2nP of the control volumes surrounding the ring, respectively (see Fig. 3-3).
These 392 algebraic equations per ring are solved simultaneously to yield the
instantaneous oil film pressure distributions on the running-surfaces of the ring-
pack.
3.4 Virtual Work of the Frictional and Normal Forces
The instantaneous oil film pressure distributions on the running-surfaces of
the piston-skirt and the ring-pack are then used to compute the normal and the
frictional losses exerted on the piston-assembly by the lubricating oil.
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The local normal force applied on the  i, j node of the piston-skirt, psijF
,
and the thn ring, nrijF
, are determined as follows [77]:
   ps psps psij ijF P i, j S i, j n 
ˆ (3-4)
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r r
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ˆ (3-5)
where  psS i, j and  nrS i, j are the piston-skirt and the
thn ring surface areas
as defined in Ref. [77]. psijn
ˆ is a unit vector normal to the piston-skirt surface at
the  i, j th node and pointing inward. It is also expressed with respect to the
 7 7 7x , y ,z coordinate system. n
r
ijn
ˆ is a unit vector normal to the thn ring surface
at the  i, j th node and pointing inward. It is defined with respect to the
' ' 'j j jn n n
x ,y ,z
 
 
 
coordinate system.
The local friction force at the  i, j node of the piston-skirt, psijf

, and the
thn ring, nrijf

, are computed from:
   ps ps ps 7ijf i, j S i, j i  
(3-6)
   n n n
r '
r r nijf i, j S i, j k 
(3-7)
where  ps i, j and  nr i, j are the shear stresses at the  
thi, j node on the
piston-skirt and the thn ring surfaces, respectively. They are determined by
employing the Newton’s law of viscous flow [58].
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The virtual work done by the normal and friction nodal forces on both the
piston-skirt and the thn ring can be obtained from
 
   
36 10
1 1
.7 7 7 ij
x ,y ,z ps psOil
p pij ijX,Y,Zj i
W R F f r 
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(3-8)
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(3-9)
where ijpr
and nijr
r

are expressed with respect to the inertial frame. OilpW and
n
Oil
rW are used in Eqs. (2-6) and (2-21), respectively, in order to capture the
effects of the lubricating oil film on the intricate dynamics of the piston-assembly.
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Fig. 3- 1 Piston-skirt and its local coordinates. (Adopted from Ref.[77])
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Fig. 3- 2 Mesh of an unrolled piston-skirt. Adopted from Ref.[77]
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Fig. 3- 3 Schematic of the control volumes surrounding the
thn ring.
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3.5 Summary
Only the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-skirt and the elasto-
hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the ring-pack have been considered in this
study. A 3-D Reynolds’ equation has been employed for determining the oil film
pressure distribution on the piston-skirt. Moreover, a 1-D Reynolds’ equation has
been used to compute the oil film pressure distribution on the running surfaces of
the rings. In both cases, the Reynolds equations have been solved by using the
finite difference method. Newton’s law of viscous flow has been implemented to
determine the shear stresses at the interface between the piston-assembly and
the oil film. These stresses were used in the calculation of the hydrodynamic and
elasto-hydrodynamic frictional forces on the piston-skirt and the running surfaces
of the rings, respectively. The virtual work done on the piston-assembly by the
normal and frictional forces of the oil film will then be combined with the
formulation of Chapter 2 in order to consider the effects of the oil film on the
intricate dynamics of the piston-assembly.
In the next Chapter, the simulation results, generated based on the model
developed in Chapters 2 and 3, will be presented and analyzed.
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CHAPTER 4
DIGITAL SIMULATION RESULTS
The formulations of Chapters 2 and 3 are fully integrated in this Chapter in
order to carry out the digital simulations. The numerical results accounts for the
coupled dynamics of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism, the ring-
pack, and the solid-fluid interactions at the interface between the lubricating oil
film and the running surfaces of the piston-skirt and rings. The simulation results
serve to demonstrate the capability of the current tool in predicting the piston
primary and secondary motions, the dynamic behavior of the rings within their
respective grooves, the oil film pressure distribution along the running surfaces of
the piston-skirt and the rings, the hydrodynamic and elasto-hydrodynamic
frictional losses of the skirt and the rings, respectively.
4.1 Integrated Model of the Crankshaft/Connecting-rod/Piston-Assembly
In Chapter 2, the equations governing the rigid body motion of the
crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism and the rigid and flexible motions of
the rings are covered in details. Moreover, the formulation accounts for the
piston-liner, ring-liner, and ring-groove interactions. Therefore, the formulation of
Chapter 2 is mostly concerned with the structural dynamics aspect of the
problem. In order to account for the oil film effect on the structural dynamics of
the crank-slider mechanism, two terms, OilpW and n
Oil
rW , were introduced in
the virtual work expressions of the piston and the rings in Eqs. (2-6) and (2-21),
respectively. These terms reflect the virtual work performed by the normal
(induced by the oil film pressure) and friction forces on the skirt and the rings. To
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account for the effect of structural dynamics of the system on the oil film pressure
distribution, the oil film thickness between the skirt and the liner is determined
from the instantaneous location and orientation of the piston within the cylinder.
Similarly, the instantaneous locations and orientations of the deformed rings
within their respective grooves are used in the calculation of the thicknesses of
the oil films between the rings and the liner. Note that the ring-groove interaction
in this study ignores the presence of any oil film.
Moreover, the frictional losses, associated with the loaded bearings,
auxiliaries and unloaded bearings along with the valve train, are included in this
work by implementing the formulation in Ref. [78]. The equations for determining
the frictional losses are presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
4.2 Simulation Results
The capability of the model, in predicting the intricate dynamics of the
crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism, the piston secondary motions, the
translational and rotational motions of the rings within their respective grooves,
the longitudinal and in-plane transverse deformations of the ring, the
hydrodynamic frictional losses of the piston-skirt, and elasto-hydrodynamic
frictional losses of the deformable rings, will be demonstrated herein through
digital simulations. The theoretical results were generated based on the material
properties and geometric dimensions of the crankshaft, connecting-rod, piston,
and ring-pack that are listed in Tables 4-3 to 4-6. These dimensions are obtained
from a research engine whose cylinder and piston were modified in-house [79].
The initial speed of the crankshaft was selected to be 3500 rpm. The profiles of
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the cylinder gas pressure under engine firing conditions, the inter-ring clearance
pressure, and the crankcase pressure are shown in Fig. 4-1. Note that the
cylinder gas pressure trace represents experimental data that was generated on
another engine. Moreover, the initial profile of the ring in-plane transverse
deformation is illustrated in Fig. 4-2. This profile was determined from the
steady-state solution of a simulation that only considered the ring dynamic
response to the liner constraint forces with the initial ring profile being the free-
shape or un-deformed configuration of the ring.
Valve train 0.26vt valveF n SL  
Auxiliaries and unloaded bearings 9.6aT  
Loaded bearings    2 10.5 4 cos 2lb cylT D P d   
Table 4-1 Frictional losses of various engine components [78].
Main journal bearing diameter
1 0.0319d m
Valve spring load 225SL N
Number of valves used 2valven 
Viscosity of the oil 10.35 mPa.s
Table 4-2 Parameters used in calculating frictional losses of engine components.
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Crankshaft Beam
Element
Length, Li  m Area, Ai  2m Mass Moment of
Inertia  2.Kg m
1 3157.34 10 47.99 10 41.76 10
2 344 10 416.67 10 47.615 10
3 328.46 10 48.71 10 44.01 10
4 344 10 416.67 10 47.615 10
5 3172 10 45.84 10 40.834 10
Connecting-Rod 3167 10 47.5 10 417.87 10
Table 4-3 Geometric dimensions and mass moments of inertia for the crankshaft
elements and the connecting-rod.
Table 4-4 Geometric dimensions of the crank-slider mechanism.
Piston
Piston length 47.8 mm
Piston diameter 59.72 mm
Piston groove height 3 mm
Piston pin offset 0.446 mm
Bore diameter 59.96 mm
Rings
Un-deformed radius 30.53 mm
Rectangular cross section
(width x height)
2.49 mm ×2.38
mm
Gap angle (ring free shape) 16.16˚ 
Crank-Slider Mechanism
Crank radius 44 mm
Connecting-rod length 167.34 mm
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Crankshaft density 37800cs Kg m 
Connecting-rod density 32710cr Kg m 
Ring Modulus of elasticity 9 2131 10 /rE N m 
Shear Modulus of elasticity 9 252.4 10 /rG N m 
Density 37469 Kg /r m 
Table 4-5 Material properties of the crankshaft, the connecting-rod, and the ring.
Mass  Kg Center of mass
offset  m
Mass moment of inertia
 2.Kg m
Flywheel 12.5fm  0 0.1478
Counterweights
1 and 2
1 2 0.82cw cwm m  0.041530 0.002
Crankgear
1 2 0.82cw cwm m  0 0.062
Piston 0.6368pm  0.0126300 43.27 10
Table 4-6 Mass, offsets, and mass moment of inertia of various engine
components.
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Fig. 4- 1 Pressure traces of the combustion chamber, the inter-ring clearance,
and the crankcase.
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Fig. 4- 2 Initial deformed configuration of the ring.
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Fig. 4- 3 Angular velocity of the crankshaft.
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Fig. 4- 4 Piston speed.
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The angular velocity of the crankshaft and the piston speed are shown in
Figs. 4-3 and 4-4, respectively. Figure 4-3 reveals that the results pertain to a
transient case where the engine is in a decelerating mode.
The piston tilting angle and the locations of its four corners are illustrated in
Figs. 4-5 and 4-6. Note that a negative value of the tilt angle reflects a rotation of
the piston toward the anti-thrust side (left side). Figure 4-5 reveals that the piston
undergoes gradual, rather than abrupt, decrease and increase in its tilting angle
during the compression and expansion strokes, respectively. This is in sharp
contrast to the piston tilt pattern obtained when only the first compression ring
was considered and the oil film effect was ignored (see discussion in the next
section). Therefore, the gradual variations in the piston tilt angle can be
attributed to the piston support provided by the rings through the ring-groove
interactions as well as to the viscous damping effect provided by the oil film along
the running surfaces of the skirt and the ring-pack. The significant difference in
the tilt angle profiles observed in Fig. 4-5 and Fig. 4-31 of the next Section
serves to highlight the importance of the effects of ring dynamics on the dynamic
behavior of the piston secondary motions. Such an effect has been overlooked
by previous research studies.
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Fig. 4- 5 Piston tilt angle.
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Fig. 4- 6 Piston lateral motion at top right (TR), top left (TL), bottom right (BR),
and bottom left corners.
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The tilting angles of the rings relative to the piston orientation around the
K 

direction are shown in Figs. 4-7 to 4-9, while the absolute tilting angle of the
rings around the J 

direction are shown in Figs. 4-10 to 4-12. These figures
reveal that the tilting angle of the rings around the J 

direction, commonly
ignored in research studies, are as significant as the tilting angle of the ring
around the K 

direction.
Figures 4-13 to 4-15 show the axial motions of the rings within their
respective grooves. The initial axial locations of the rings within their respective
grooves are different. They are selected so that none of the rings are in touch
with their grooves. Each figure exhibits the locations of the highest and lowest
points on the ring in the axial direction during the entire engine cycle. To analyze
the results, consider the axial motions of the first and second compression rings
(see Figs. 4-13 and 4-14). As the piston moves downward during the intake
stroke, the upper surfaces of the grooves collide with the rings and drag them
downward with the piston for a certain period of the intake stroke. Note that each
ring has a different period. The rings remain in contact with the upper surfaces of
the grooves as long as the piston speed keeps on increasing. As the piston
reaches its maximum speed and starts decelerating, the rings will separate from
the surfaces of their respective grooves at different moments. This is because
the rings have different inertial forces, gas pressures, normal and friction forces
induced by their respective oil films. The momentums and the gas pressure
differentials between the top and bottom surfaces enable the rings to reach the
lower surfaces of the grooves and stick to them for the remainder of the intake
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stroke. This configuration persists throughout the compression and expansion
strokes where the dominant loads on the rings are due to gas pressure
differentials between their top and bottom surfaces. This configuration remains
till the exhaust valve opens and causes the cylinder gas pressure to drop to a
level where the role of the inertial forces becomes significant; thus, causing the
rings to separate from the lower surfaces of their respective grooves (see Figs. 4-
13 and 4-14).
However, this trend of ring axial motion becomes significantly different in the
case of the oil control ring (see Fig. 4-15). This is because the gas pressures for
both top and bottom surfaces of the ring have been set to the crankcase
pressure. Thus, the inertial forces become the dominant factor that governs the
dynamic behavior of the oil control ring.
Figures 4-16 to 4-19 illustrate the hydrodynamic friction force on the piston-
skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic friction forces associated with the rings. The
hydrodynamic friction force of the piston-skirt is consistent with what has been
observed in the literature. During the intake and exhaust strokes, the friction
force increases in magnitude as the piston speed increases and vice versa (see
Fig. 4-16). The notch observed after 90 CAD is induced by an abrupt change in
the piston tilt angle. However, the trend of the friction force becomes different in
the later portion of the compression stroke and early portion of the power stoke
due to the dominant role played by the cylinder gas pressure.
Figure 4-17 reveals that the elasto-hydrodynamic friction force of the first
compression ring is dominated by the back gas pressure, which is considered to
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be that of the combustion chamber. This is the reason for its highest values
occurring near TDC under a firing engine condition. However, the inertial forces
effects seem to be more pronounced in the elasto-hydrodynamic friction force of
the second compression
Fig. 4- 7 Relative tilt angle of the first compression ring with respect to the piston
around the K 

direction.
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Fig. 4- 8 Relative tilt angle of the second compression ring with respect to the
piston around the K 

direction.
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Fig. 4- 9 Relative tilt angle of the oil control ring with respect to the piston around
the K 

direction.
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Fig. 4- 10 Tilt angle of the first compression ring around the J 

direction
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Fig. 4- 11 Tilt angle of the second compression ring around the J 

direction.
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Fig. 4- 12 Tilt angle of the oil control ring around the J 

direction.
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Fig. 4- 13 Axial motion of the first compression ring within the groove.
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Fig. 4- 14 Axial motion of the seond compression ring within the groove.
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Fig. 4- 15 Axial motion of the oil control ring within the groove.
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Fig. 4- 16 Hydrodynamic friction force of the piston-skirt.
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Fig. 4- 17 Elasto-hydrodynamic friction force of the first compression ring.
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Fig. 4- 18 Elasto-hydrodynamic friction force of the second compression ring.
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Fig. 4- 19 Elasto-hydrodynamic friction force of the oil control ring.
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ring, which has a significantly less back gas pressure (see Fig. 4-18). In the case
of the oil control ring (see Fig. 4-19), the elasto-hydrodynamic friction force is
completely dominated by inertial forces since its back gas pressure is set to be
atmospheric.
By considering the simulation results at 295o CAD, the piston tilting angle
was found to be -0.15o, which reflects a case where the piston is leaning toward
the anti-thrust side of the liner. The thickness and pressure distribution of the
piston-skirt oil film are shown in Figs. 4-20 and 4-21. It should be noted that the
piston-skirt is considered to be fully flooded with no cavitation. In addition, the
nodal pressures on the top and bottom rows of the piston-skirt mesh were set to
the combustion chamber and crankcase pressures, respectively (see Fig. 4-21).
At the anti-thrust side corresponding to column 18 in the mesh, Fig. 4-20
illustrates thicker oil film at the bottom end than at the top end of the piston. This
is consistent with the piston tilting angle at 295o CAD.
The in-plane transverse deformation and the oil film thickness of the first
compression ring are shown in Figs. 4-22 and 4-23, respectively. Note that the
plot in Figs. 4-22 starts from the ring-gap. In addition, the pressures above and
below the first compression ring were defined to be the combustion chamber and
the inter-ring clearance gas pressures, respectively. One can easily notice that
the oil film thickness profile closely follows that of the in-plane transverse
deformation of the ring. Similar patterns have also been observed for the cases
of the second compression ring and the oil control ring (see Figs. (4-24) to (4-27).
It should be pointed out that the pressures above and below the second
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compression ring were specified to be the inter-ring clearance and crankcase gas
pressures, respectively. Whereas, the pressures above and below the oil control
ring were considered to be equal to the crankcase gas pressure.
Fig. 4- 20 Piston-skirt oil film thickness at 295o CAD.
Fig. 4- 21 Piston-skirt oil film pressure distribution at 295o CAD.
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Fig. 4- 22 In-plane transverse deformation of the first compression ring at 295o
CAD.
Fig. 4- 23 Oil film thickness of the first compression ring at 295o CAD.
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Fig. 4- 24 In-plane transverse deformation of the second compression ring at
295o CAD.
Fig. 4- 25 Oil film thickness of the second compression ring at 295o CAD.
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Fig. 4- 26 In-plane transverse deformation of the third compression ring at
295o CAD
Fig. 4- 27 Oil film thickness of the third compression ring at 295o CAD.
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4.3 Special Case
In this case, only the first compression ring is considered [80]. The
dynamics of the second compression ring and the oil control ring are ignored.
Moreover, the lubricating oil film and the hydrodynamic frictional losses have
been neglected in this case. The focus is mainly on examining the piston-liner,
ring-grrove, and ring-liner interactions.
The simulation results are generated based on an initial engine speed of
3500 rpm. The cylinder gas pressure under engine firing conditions is shown in
Fig. 4-28. In addition, the crankcase pressure is assumed to be atmospheric.
Moreover, the material properties and geometric dimensions of the crank-slider
mechanism are included in Table 4-7.
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Fig. 4- 28 Pressure traces of the combustion chamber and the crankcase used in
the special case.
Crank-Slider Mechanism
Piston length 47.8 mm
Piston diameter 59.72 mm
Bore diameter 59.96 mm
Piston pin offset 0.446 mm
Crank radius 44 mm
Connecting rod length 167.34 mm
Ring
Modulus of elasticity E= 131×109 N/m2
Poisson’s ratio 0.25
Density ρ= 7469 Kg/ m3
Undeformed radius R= 30.53 mm
Cross section (width x
height)
2.49 mm ×2.38 mm
Gap angle 16.16˚ 
Table 4-7 Geometric and material properties of the crank-slider mechanism
for the special case.
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The simulation results are shown in Figs. 4-29 to 4-33. They reveal the
clearance between the deformable configuration of the ring and the liner at a
specific crank angle degree. Note that the plot in Fig. 4-29 starts from the ring
gap. The tilting angles of the piston and the rings have been generated under
two different cylinder gas pressure profiles. The first one corresponds to the
engine firing condition while the second one assumes an atmospheric pressure.
The latter simulates the case of an engine without the cylinder head. The tilting
angles of the piston during the entire engine cycle for both cylinder gas pressure
profiles are shown in Fig. 4-30. Both curves are similar except for the later
portion of the compression stroke and for most of the power stroke. This is
because the high cylinder gas pressure under engine firing condition has forced
the piston to maintain a specific tilting angle during this period.
The tilting angles of the ring relative to the piston orientation around the J 

and K 

directions are shown in Figs. 4-31 and 4-32, respectively. They
demonstrate that the tilting angle of the ring around the J

direction, which is
commonly neglected in research studies, to be as significant as the tilting angle
of the ring around the K

direction.
Figure 4-33 focuses on the axial motion of the ring within the piston groove.
It shows the locations of two points on the top and bottom surfaces of the ring as
the piston goes through the entire engine cycle. For both profiles of the cylinder
gas pressure, the initial position of the ring is considered to be in the middle of
the groove. In the case of an atmospheric cylinder gas pressure, the piston
moves downward during the intake stroke causing the ring to collide with the top
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surface of the groove. The ring remains in contact with the groove as long as the
piston speed keeps on increasing. As the piston reaches its maximum speed at
around 76 CAD and starts decelerating, the ring will separate from the groove.
Its momentum enables it to reach the lower surface of the groove and stick to it
for the remainder of the intake stroke. This configuration is retained during the
portion of the compression stroke where the piston speed is increasing. Beyond
the point of maximum speed, the piston slows down and the ring separate from
the lower surface and moves on to collide and maintain contact with the upper
surface of the groove. This trend is repeated again in the power and exhaust
strokes.
A significantly different pattern of response was obtained for the ring under
engine firing conditions (see Fig. 4-33). As the piston moves downward during
the intake stroke, the upper surface of the groove collides with the ring. The
latter will then be dragged downward with the piston for the remainder of the
intake stroke and for the onset portion of the compression stroke. The reason for
the ring to be stuck to the upper surface of the groove during this period of the
engine cycle stems from the fact that the cylinder gas pressure is smaller than
the atmospheric pressure of the crankcase. However, as the cylinder gas
pressure starts to build up during the compression stroke, a point will be reached
where the cylinder pressure becomes greater than that of the crankcase and the
ring separates from the upper surface and comes in contact with the lower
surface of the groove. Due to the large cylinder pressure in the later portion of
the compression stroke and for most part of the power stroke, the ring remains in
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contact with the lower surface of the grove. This configuration remains till the
exhaust valve opens and causes the cylinder gas pressure to drop below that of
the crankcase; thus, causing the ring to separate from the lower surface of the
groove (see Fig. 4-33).
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Fig. 4- 29 Clearance between the deformable configuration of the ring and the
liner.
Fig. 4- 30 Tilting angle of the piston.
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Fig. 4- 31 Tilt angle of the ring with respect to the piston around the J direction.
Fig. 4- 32 Tilt angle of the ring with respect to the piston around the K direction.
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Fig. 4- 33 Ring axial position within the piston groove.
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4.4 Summary
The theoretical results demonstrate the unique capabilities of the current
tool, in predicting the intricate and coupled dynamics of the
crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism, the ring-pack, and the solid-fluid
interactions at the interface between the lubricating oil film and the running
surfaces of the piston-skirt and rings, under realistic engine operating conditions.
The results revealed the importance of the effect of ring-pack dynamics on the
piston secondary motions as well as the important roles of the tilt angles of the
rings around the J 

direction, which are ignored in previous research studies.
They show the hydrodynamic friction force of the piston-skirt, the elasto-
hydrodynamic friction forces of the rings, the structural deformations of the rings,
the piston secondary motions. These results are generated in a fully integrated
system, which is one of the main feature of the current work.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The current work is summarized and the main contributions are listed in this
Chapter. Moreover, prospective research topics are suggested.
5.1 Brief Overview of the Current Work
The present study addresses the challenging research issue of predicting
the intricate dynamics and instantaneous hydrodynamic frictional losses of the
piston-assembly of high power density Diesel engines during the entire engine
cycle under various operating conditions. This topic has been considered due to
the fact that piston-assembly dynamics have a direct effect on the performance
of internal combustion (IC) engines. It is widely recognized that the piston-
assembly is a major contributor to frictional losses, which have a significant and
adverse effect on the engine fuel economy. Furthermore, during the engine
cycle, the piston-assembly may experience boundary, mixed, and hydrodynamic
lubrication regimes. The lubrication regimes involving metal-to-metal contact
lead to wear, which ultimately affect the engine durability.
Moreover, the ring-pack main function is to serve as a dynamic seal
preventing the cylinder gases from leaking into the crankcase and vice versa.
This is done in order to improve the engine thermal efficiency by reducing the
blow-by gases, which can occur through the ring end gaps, ring-groove dynamic
clearance, and ring-bore dynamic conformability. The sealing capability of the
rings is dictated by their intricate dynamics and the pressure differentials
between the control volumes that are formed by the ring-groove-liner clearances.
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Furthermore, the elasticity of the rings strongly influences the ring-liner
conformability, which can worsen the blowby problem. Moreover, the interaction
between the rings and the gas flows can cause the rings to flutter in the axial
direction and/or collapse in the radial direction, which can create more opening
through which gases can leak into the crankcase.
Furthermore, the ring-pack serves to control the oil film along the cylinder
liner. Forty to eighty percent of the engine oil consumption has been attributed to
ring-pack dynamics. It should be noted that any reduction in the oil consumption
will ultimately result in lowering the tail-pipe emissions.
In addition, a reasonable prediction of the piston secondary motions can
provide important design insights into the reduction of piston-slap, and ultimately,
engine noise [9, 10].
The objective of the current work is to develop a reliable tool that can
predict, with a reasonable accuracy, the intricate dynamics and hydrodynamic
frictional losses of the piston-assembly for a single cylinder four strokes, internal
combustion engine. Such a tool will provide engine designers and manufacturers
with valuable insights into the dynamic behavior of the piston-assembly, which
can be instrumental for optimizing the design of the piston-assembly and
assessing the impact of their design refinement on the overall engine
performance.
In the current work, the proposed tool has been developed in modular form
with three main modules. The first one provides the rigid body motion of the
crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism excluding the ring-pack. It treats
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the crank-slider mechanism as an open-kinematic chain consisting of multi-rigid
bodies connected in series with the piston whose motion is confined to the
bounding wall of the cylinder. This module accounts for all the coupling terms
between the crankshaft, connecting-rod, and the piston. In addition, it captures
the piston secondary motions, namely, piston-slap and piston-tilting.
The open-kinematic chain modeling approach for the crank-slider
mechanism enables the piston to undergo free or constrained motions whereby
the piston may have a single-point, double-point, or surface contact with the liner.
The various piston configurations during an engine cycle cause the number of
constraint equations to vary with the instantaneous position and orientation of the
piston within the cylinder. Thus, the present model will have a variable structure
in order to handle the piston-liner interaction.
The second module focuses on the intricate dynamics of the ring-pack,
which is considered herein to be made up of two compression rings and one oil
control ring. Each ring has been modeled as a shear deformable structure
undergoing two angular and one translational (axial) rigid body degrees of
freedom within its respective piston groove. The longitudinal and in-plane
transverse deformations of the ring are handled by employing two-node shear
deformable curved beam elements, which are derived based on the Timoshenko
beam theory and account for the inherent coupling between the longitudinal and
transverse deformations of curved structures [55, 57]. Eight curved beam
elements were employed to approximate the structural deformations of the ring.
Both ring-liner and ring-groove interactions are considered in this work.
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Depending on its location and orientation within the piston groove, the ring may
have single-point, two-point, or surface contact with the top and/or bottom
surfaces of the piston groove. In the event of no contact between the ring and
the groove, the ring motion is considered to be free.
The ring-liner interaction has been handled by concentrated constraint
forces applied at seven equally spaced points along the curved beam element.
They assume non-zero values whenever the radial distance between the point of
application of the constraint force on the ring and the liner becomes smaller than
a certain threshold. The constraint force is considered to increase linearly with
the reduction of the radial distance between the ring and the liner.
The ring-groove interaction is first handled by impulsive forces induced by
the collision between the ring and its respective groove surfaces. The impact
problem was formulated based on the collision between two rigid bodies, which
involved the implementation of both linear and angular impulse and momentum
equations. Moreover, the surfaces of the colliding rigid bodies are assumed to
be smooth. Once the collision phase is over, the ring-groove interaction will be
handled by constraint forces based on the nature of contact between the ring and
its respective groove.
The third module aims at predicting the normal and friction forces exerted
on the piston-assembly by the lubricating oil film. It accounts for the
hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the piston-skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication regime of the ring-pack. Boundary and mixed lubrication regimes
have not been accounted for in this work. However, normal forces induced by
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metal-to-metal contact between the running surfaces of the rings and the liner,
the rings and their respective piston grooves, the piston-skirt and the liner, have
been accounted for through constraint forces that are responsible for keeping the
piston inside the cylinder and confining the rings to their respective piston
grooves.
The third module captures the solid-fluid interaction between the piston-
assembly and the oil film. This is done by having the piston secondary motions
dictate the instantaneous oil film thickness along the piston-skirt and the ring-
pack running surfaces. While the effects of the lubricating oil film on the
dynamics of the piston-assembly are accounted for through the instantaneous
normal and tangential friction forces exerted on the running surfaces of the
piston-assembly. A 3-D and 1-D Reynolds’ equations have been implemented to
determine the oil film pressure distributions along the running surfaces of the
piston-skirt and the ring-pack, respectively. The shear stresses, used in the
computation of the friction forces, were calculated based on the Newton’s law of
viscous flow.
The three modules are then fully integrated to perform the digital
simulations. The results predict the intricate dynamics and the hydrodynamic
frictional losses of the piston-assembly under different operating conditions. The
advantage of this tool stems from its ability to provide detailed information
regarding the piston tilting angle, the relative tilting angles between the rings and
the piston, the oil film pressure distributions on the running surfaces of the piston-
assembly and many other details.
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5.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions of the current work are:
 Development of a detailed dynamic model capable of predicting the rigid and
flexible motions of the rings within their respective piston grooves.
 Implementation of two-node shear deformable curved beam elements, based
on the Timoshenko beam theory, to model the inherently coupled longitudinal
and in-plane transverse deformations of the ring.
 Formulation of a detailed impact problem between two rigid bodies in order to
determine the impulsive forces associated with the collision between the ring
and its respective groove.
 Formulation of the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime that accounts for
the longitudinal and in-plane transverse deformations of the ring-pack.
 Development of a fully-integrated dynamic model that is capable of predicting
the rigid body motion of the crankshaft/connecting-rod/piston mechanism, the
secondary motions of the piston, the intricate motions of the rings within their
respective grooves, the hydrodynamic frictional loss of the piston-skirt, the
elasto-hydrodynamic frictional losses of the rings, the thickness of the oil films
between the piston-skirt and the liner as well as between the rings and the
liner.
 Demonstration of the significant effect of the ring-pack dynamics on the piston
secondary motions as well as the important roles of the tilting angles of the
rings around the J 

direction. These effects are ignored in previous research
studies.
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 Only qualitative validation on the frictional losses has been made in this study.
5.3 Limitations
The proposed model predicts the hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the
piston skirt and the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication regime of the ring-pack.
However, both boundary and mixed lubrication regimes have been ignored in this
work. Only fully-flooded inlet oil film condition was considered. This assumption
has to be relaxed in future studies in order to account for both oil transport and oil
starvation phenomena; thus, allowing the code to be more representative of real
engine conditions, particularly, near TDC in the compression and power strokes.
Moreover, the effect the effect of thermal distortion on the ring, liner, and piston
was neglected. The thermal effect on the oil film can be currently considered by
changing the numerical value of the viscosity according to different temperature
conditions.
5.4 Future Work
Prospective research work may include the following research issues:
 Inclusion of the torsional (twist) and out-of-plane transverse deformations in
the dynamic model of the ring.
 Expand the capability of the model to consider the interaction between the
dynamic behavior of the piston-assembly and gas flows induced by blowby.
 Perform experimental validation of the proposed tool.
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Frictional losses in internal combustion engines approximately
account for 10% of the expended fuel energy. Moreover, forty percent of these
losses are attributed to the reciprocating motion of the piston-assembly. Besides the
adverse effect of friction on fuel economy, the intricate dynamics of the piston-
assembly tend to significantly influence the thermal efficiency through blow-by, the
engine durability through wear, and the engine noise through piston-slap. Moreover,
40 to 80% of the lubricant oil consumption has been attributed to the ring-pack
dynamics.
In this dissertation, a reliable tool has been developed using
MATLAB/SIMULINK and embedded C-S Functions that predicts the intricate
dynamics and lubrication regimes of the piston-assembly under various engine
operating conditions. The current formulation considers the interconnected motions
of the crankshaft, the connecting-rod, the piston (both primary and secondary
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motions), and the ring-pack using a multi-body dynamic approach. Curved beam
Finite Element method for Timoshenko beams was used to account for the
longitudinal and in-plane transverse deformations of the rings. Furthermore, the
interaction between piston skirt, ring running surface, and the lubricating oil film was
included in order to predict hydrodynamic and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication
regimes.
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